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Breaking the Silence on Fluoridation
We sometimes become aware of remarkable events that aren't addressed openly by governments or even
reported by mainstream media – as if we're not meant to know. Fluoridation is one example, the policy
has gone largely unquestioned, covered-up by slick media promotion, resulting in silence. What are the
effects of this silence and what path does it put humanity on? Instead, where would we like to go?
Industrial disasters were increasing in the 1920s and
30s and thus heavy industry titans were becoming
increasingly concerned by the harmful nature of
fluorides, mainly with the risk of costly court cases.
This lead to the development of the “Fluoridation
Theory” in the 1930s and 40s to whitewash fluoride's
image right from the start, which allowed for the low
cost disposal method for toxic fluoride wastes.
Award-winning investigative reporter Chris Bryson in
”The Fluoride Deception”1 details how this came about.
Industry set out to link the naturally-occurring (but still
cumulative poison) calcium fluoride with supposedly
“healthy” teeth. Young researcher Trendley Dean was
'ordered' to study fluorides and though his scientific
method was much criticised, the resultant conclusion was
used as a basis for the fluoridation-cavity prevention myth.
The industry later hid the fact that sodium fluoride or
industrial waste silicofluorides are used to fluoridate water.
Knowledgeable scientists in the 1930s were primarily
concerned with learning more about fluorine and reducing
its impacts on humanity. Many were sceptical of the
fluoridation scheme from the outset. Dr Kaj Roholm had
published his major work ”Fluorine Intoxication”2 in 1937
showed fluoride to be a highly toxic enzyme poison. Even
the naturally-occurring calcium fluoride damages tissue, as
do the silicofluorides, sarin nerve gas and the “1080/1081”
pest animal baits (for foxes, rabbits and in NZ, possums).
But fluorides were important for industry and the US
war effort, so those affected by fluorides put their
grievances aside while the war raged. After WWII,
concerned scientists, dentists, doctors, chemists and
informed lay-people were ignored and dissuaded from
speaking up. Silence is compliance, it is consent.
In 1951, Dr Frank Bull at the United States Fourth Annual
Conference of State Dental Directors instructed the attending

dentists on how to silence the opposition. Here is one
example:
“Some individuals are against fluoridation, you have just got to
knock their objections down. The question of toxicity is on the
same order. Layoff it altogether. Just pass it over - ‘We know
there is absolutely no effect other than reducing tooth decay,’
you say, and go on.”

Divide and Conquer
Fluoridationists and other elitist scammers use the
now standard approach of “Divide and Conquer”.
The idea of these tactics is to create social change toward
the elite's end-game, as quickly as the people will tolerate,
marginalising people into smaller and smaller groups that
oppose each other, rather than them focusing on the
controlling hand. Hence the elites' love of multiculturalism and
refugee crises. The tactics are based on the belief that every
single person is a threat to the state – especially those
individuals who can see what is occurring and are aware and
united. Paradoxically, the “State” itself is also a minority group
and because it fears for its own survival, it becomes the bully.

"Precisely at the moment the state makes
you swallow a medicine without asking your
permission and without the possibility of an
alternative, democracy has ceased to be and
you live in a totalitarian state." – Dr H Moolenburgh
Dr Hans Moolenburgh in Fluoride: The Freedom Fight3 says:
"Precisely at the moment the state makes you swallow a
medicine without asking your permission and without the
possibility of an alternative, democracy has ceased to be and
you live in a totalitarian state."
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A famous statement attributed to German Pastor Martin
Niemöller (1892–1984) highlights the inactivity of German
intellectuals following the Nazi rise to power and their
subsequent purging of their chosen targets, e.g. intellectuals,
dissidents, homosexuals, Jews, communists, gypsies; in short
anybody who wouldn't toe the Nazi corporate line: 4
“First they came for the communists,
and I didn't speak out because I wasn't a communist.
“Then they came for the trade unionists,
and I didn't speak out because I wasn't a trade unionist.
“Then they came for the Jews,
and I didn't speak out because I wasn't a Jew.
“Then they came for me
and there was no one left to speak out for me.”

Other Possible Futures

The Modern Extension in the 21st Century

Second, while being aware of the “bad news”, invest
time imagining and actively creating an inspiring future, to
move from the old decaying systems into a world of
integrity, transparency and respect for life. i.e. create a
positive new viewpoint and some “next action” steps.

If the following “example future” is too challenging, please
skip to the next section, 'Other possible futures', it's more fun.
First they came for the bikies,
and I didn't speak out because I wasn't a bikie. 5
Then they came for the guns,
and I didn't speak out because I was afraid of all guns.6
Then they came for environmentalists and anti-logging activists,
and I didn't speak out because we must keep the economy going.
Then they came for Coal Seam Gas mining activists,
and I didn't speak out, I thought CSG mining didn't affect me. 7,8
Then they came for the people who refused unsafe vaccination,
and I didn't speak out because I had got every single shot.9,10,11
Then they came for Chemtrail (Climate Remediation) activists,12
and I didn't speak out, I didn't look up, or know what to look for.
Then they came for the Fluoridation activists,
and I didn't speak out because back then I believed
religiously that it was 'safe and effective'! 3,13,14
Then they came for those who wanted GMO 'foods' labelled,
and I didn't speak out as I believed that 'scientists' knew best.10
Then they came for the Microwave/Wifi/Smartmeter activists,
and I didn't speak out, I liked the 'convenience' of my gadgets.15
Then they came for those who had given up on mainstream
media and television programming, and I didn't speak out
because back then, I enjoyed my comfortable home theatre and
TV “enter-trainment”.
Then they came for those who could see the Agenda 21 end
game (as planned by the elitist controllers of the world's Reserve
Banks and the United Nations, who treat us all as their silent,
dumbed-down slaves for their economic system, itself a pyramid
scheme). And so I didn't speak out because back then, I really
had no idea. 16,17,18,19
Then they came for those who disagreed with any government
policy and anyone that didn't kiss the boots of 'authorities', and I
didn't speak out; looking back, I had become a boot kisser.
Then they came for those who believe in individual rights,
and I didn't speak out – I was afraid and remained silent.
Then they came for me,
and there was no one left to speak out for me.

Fortunately, that “future” doesn't exist now, other than on
this page and in your imagination. All of these ideas are open
to interpretation, which itself depends upon what we know
already on these subjects, so observe your reactions.
Fortunately, other futures are possible, and we can imagine
and create them together.
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Which future we experience depends on what we perceive
and what we choose to create, individually and collectively.
We could plead ignorance and leave it to someone else, or
we could give up and conform to external authority. Or we
could read the tabloids, watch TV and go to sleep. If you have
read this far, none of these options would appeal to you.
So we suggest this empowering choice: first, to be
aware of and deal with the dark agendas to the extent of
your capability. There is certainly some truth to the 'new
age' maxim that “where attention goes, energy flows” . It's
still important though to acknowledge the other side, the
“bad news” to the best of our ability, because “the atrocity
you ignore, persists.” 20 But don't dwell on the “bad news”.

Breaking the Silence into Our Expression
Delaying action usually only makes things worse. How
much worse will things get, before the collective consciousness shifts into the higher gears of integrity and respect?
Some know very well the true nature of fluorides. They are
active and as skilful in communication as you can get. Yet this
is an invitation to everybody to inquire for themselves on a
personal (and group) level, as to ways to take their expression
of the subject and effectiveness to a new level.
Where might we find the courage to speak up and pass
on the most important information to those we care about,
in ways that are appropriate and able to be considered?
For some, this can be heard immediately: your willingness
to be involved to the best of your ability.
Others may need to go within to hear the internal silence,
away from the 'thought police', to meditate on what is important, and from there, how best to respond.
Others may need to look at how totalitarianism is
becoming ever more pervasive and is impacting all of us
increasingly. You might discuss with knowledgeable people
what the real impacts on you are. Start with the obvious: your
water, food, air, quality of life and your remaining freedoms
are all at stake. A quickening rate of gradual change is seeing
the economic system discarding people, left, right and centre.
If these costs aren't enough, we'd suggest researching some of
the topics above to more clearly see the impacts.
While we can't “save” everyone – or even anyone, as we
have to choose for ourselves – we can spread the information,
discuss it and allow people to choose. Some will dismiss it,
believing governments can't be wrong. Dissecting the word,
“govern-ment” reveals that “ment” means “mind” and
“govern” means “control”, combining as “mind control!”
Others will choose to take action, learn more, make changes
to protect themselves, and spread the message even further.

Hospice the Old, Midwife the New
The “elites” who own the Federal Reserve Banks and the
UN don't have our best interests in mind. The idealism
displayed by many UN workers is admirable, but let's not
force undemocratic plans by an unelected UN on everyone! If

the ideas are so good, why are they mandatory? For how
long will our governments sign agreements with foreign
powers such as the UN without our permission? It's time
to take back our power.
The real purpose of The United Nations' “Agenda 21”
was meant to be kept under wraps. 16 It's now called the
“2030 Agenda”.18 We find it being implemented
stealthily at all levels of government in Australia and
around the world, bypassing the democratic process.
The dictatorial owners of the United Nations think they
know what's best for us.
For example, if you investigate your corporatised
Local Council, you will be amazed how it too will be
unconsciously rolling out the Agenda 21 / 2030 Agenda,
taking their instructions from the UN via the state-based
municipal
associations,
and
quite
possibly
simultaneously feathering their own nests.21
We must continue to be vigilant and draw attention
to the dark agendas. Standing for a new context of
integrity, transparency and respect for life transforms
the enslavement systems and begins to allow freedom
to prosper once again, especially as more and more
people become aware, speak up and act.
It's worth considering that “if you're not on a government
watch list by now, you should be ashamed of yourself.” 22
Be active. Put the corporate government on your watch list!
Be sure they're doing what the people want, not what the
elitist corporate influences are paying for, such as Agenda 21.
By demanding accountability from our public servants, we
can unmask the self-interested criminals and remove them
from power. Educate any naïve do-gooders caught up in it all,
they'll be horrified they've been working to promote these
sociopathic agendas. Take fluoridation for example. Let's be
vocal and end that for starters!
Action is important. Some people are afraid to take action
due to fear. The 'poison pushers' are not as powerful as they'd
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like us to believe. We suggest taking a little action in your
community and observe the feedback, you may be pleasantly
surprised. Increase your actions and watch how you improve!
Most importantly, create a small local action group so others
can have fun with it too. This will help when you get feedback
'reactions' when people are challenged by new information.
Be peaceful and have fun with it. Remember now is the time
to re-discover that we're all far more powerful than we know!

Bright Futures
Where are we going? While standing for integrity and
respecting others, we organically and incrementally build
the new. What we're replacing the old system with
becomes clearer as we take action. We engage our
imaginations to create what we'd like life to be and to
go forth and create that. Watch out for the victories,
celebrate and share them!
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Our work is to deliberately choose to create bright
futures, light and airy and inspiring, where people find
themselves again, and each other, re-establishing
humanity and connection in community. It can only
work in community (and not the UN kind of centrally
controlled community!) so get some family and/or friends
together and have fun with it.

Conclusion
Where do you stand on the subject of compulsory
artificial water fluoridation? If you approve of the policy,
you run the risk of being an experimental lab rat and we
suggest that you closely study both sides of the subject,
believe no-one, and come to your own conclusions on
the common sense and logical case presented by each
side. We also suggest reviewing the 10 principles
enunciated on human rights at the Nuremberg
Trials.23
The same goes for the other topics listed earlier, which is
far from a complete list. Other issues worth researching
so you're aware and can avoid them, include artificial
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sweeteners, statins (like the fluorinated Lipitor) and other toxic
fluorinated drugs. Psychotropic 'SSRI' (selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor) anti-depressants actually cause homicides
and suicides, including many of the school shootings in the
USA, yet the “official” approach is to focus on the guns rather
than on the pharmaceutical cartel's SSRI drugs.6

What matters to you?
Whatever it is that matters to you, please contribute
your voice, your vote, your intention, your prayer, your
commitment, your research, your gold coin, your effort and
even yourself, in whatever ways you can.

“Our lives begin to end the day we become
silent about the things that matter."

We can't do this alone, only together will we succeed in
ending this corporate and medical tyranny over the whole
population, to build a better world by engaging in our
communities and speaking up.24

Martin Luther King Jnr said that "our lives begin to end the
day we become silent about the things that matter."

It's time to join with others, create a simple plan,
spread this knowledge far and wide, ask questions and
make a resounding noise in our own ways!

- Martin Luther King Jnr

Environmentalists target fluoridated (PFC) gear companies
Greenpeace activists protested outside outdoor gear shops in Sydney and Melbourne in February, bringing
attention to the company's continuing use of toxic PFCs in their range of gear and apparel.
PFC examples also include non-stick fluoropolymer cookware
PFCs (per- and poly-fluorinated compounds) are
hazardous chemicals used to make outdoor gear water such as Teflon (by DuPont) and Ilaflon (by swiss-based Ilag). If a
and dirt-repellent, but they may persist in the environ- pan has been overheated (even if it's not scratched), the fumes
ment, and cause reproductive and developmental emitted are extremely toxic. It is best to replace this type of
cookware with stainless steel or glassware. Some work-wear
problems, as fluorides have been and are proven to do.
As reported by Wild magazine's news (5 Feb 2016), activists
targeted three retail outlets of “The North Face”, two in Sydney
and one in Melbourne, part of a campaign at 100 stores
worldwide: 1
“Wearing just cardboard boxes... the activists' message, ‘Better
this than PFC gear’, was delivered in response to the news that
certain outdoor products and apparel products contained toxic
perfluorinated compounds (PFCs), including those produced by
The North Face and Mammut. ”
According to The Guardian (25 Jan 2016), eight Greenpeace
teams visited three continents to collect water and snow samples
to test for PFCs: 2
“Greenpeace said on Monday that hazardous chemicals were
'widely present' in a range of outdoor gear it tested, from
clothing and footwear to backpacks, tents and sleeping bags.”
“The group urged all outdoor apparel companies to join its
Detox My Fashion campaign that aims to quickly remove
hazardous chemicals from the entire manufacturing supply
chain of the textiles industry.
“'Phasing out PFCs by 2020, as some outdoor clothing brands
aspire to do, is not ambitious enough', the group said.”
For those who have never questioned either the fluoridation
myth or that governments might allow harmful compounds like
asbestos, DDT or drugs like Vioxx, it can be quite surprising
when we do find out. We also wake to the many ways that
propaganda infiltrates our consciousness and choices, including
through the media: news, advertising and enter-trainment.
The toxic element in PFCs is fluorine. It is encouraging that
fluorine's role in these products is being exposed, though it is
important to become aware of other product ranges that also
contain harmful fluoride compounds, like PFOA and PFOS.
Investigative reporter Bryson quotes University of Toronto
researcher Scott Mabury, “The [PFC] story is a public embarrassment to scientists and regulatory agencies around the world.”3
Bryson commented that problems were known in the mid
1940s, and “although health worries continued, the temptation
to exploit PFCs for profit proved overwhelming.”3
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similarly uses non-stick chemicals and is best avoided.

For fluoridated tap water, get a filter that actually removes
fluoride, most do not. Fluoridated toothpastes, gels and floss add
more cumulative fluoride poison to the body.
Keep your eyes open, research further and preferably
undertake a replacement program for dangerous items.

Sources:
1. Wild, wild.com.au/news/greenpeace-activists-target-north-face (5 Feb 2016)
2. The Guardian, Toxic chemicals found in most outdoor gear (25 Jan 2016)
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/jan/25/toxic-chemicalsfound-in-most-outdoor-gear
3. Chris Bryson: The Fluoride Deception, 2004, Seven Stories Press, pp232-233.

Quotes:
George Orwell (1903-1950): “Political language is designed
to make lies sound truthful and murder respectable, and to give
an appearance of solidity to pure wind.”
George Orwell: “The people will believe what the media tells
them they believe.”
Frederick Douglas (1818–1895), author, former slave:
“Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never did and it
never will. Find out just what any people will quietly submit to
and you have found out the exact measure of injustice and wrong
which will be imposed upon them.”
Julian Assange: “Every time we witness an injustice and do
not act, we train our character to be passive in its presence and
thereby eventually lose all ability to defend ourselves and those
we love.”
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